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Abstract

The 400�/4000 cm�1 FTIR spectra of pure NH and isotopically substituted (10 and 90% doped ND/NH)

polycrystalline L-alanine were recorded in the temperature range 10�/300 K. The observed temperature dependence and

isotopic shifts behavior enabled to identify, in the spectra of the doped crystals, three well-separated bands ascribable to

either the NH or ND stretching vibrations associated with the three different types of hydrogen bonds existing in the

crystal. The observed red shifts of these bands relative to the frequency of a reference ‘‘free’’ NH (or ND) stretching

mode were found to correlate well with the H-bond distances found in the crystal and provide an indirect way of

estimating the enthalpies associated with each type of H-bond found in the crystal. In the low-frequency deformation

and torsional spectral region (below 2000 cm�1), several bands, which were found to be affected by isotopic

substitution, were identified as belonging to the NH3
� group. Several bands show splitting at low temperatures,

indicating the occurrence of a significant reorganization in the crystal structure, which with all probability results

mainly from changes in the proton positions. Finally, the literature assignments of the IR spectra of both crystalline

NH3
� and ND3

�
L-alanine were revised taking into consideration their temperature dependence and behavior upon

deuteration.
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1. Introduction

The properties of proton vibrational modes of

crystalline L-alanine have never been correlated

with H-bond energies and distances, despite L-

alanine has been previously the subject of several

spectroscopic (IR and Raman) studies in both

mono- and polycrystalline forms at room and low

temperatures ([1 and references cited therein, 2�/

4]). The obvious reason for this is that, as it is

usually observed for crystals with differently H-

bonded multiple OH�/ or NH�/ groups, in crystal-

line L-alanine the proton stretching mode (n1) gives

rise to a broad and extensively structured band,

thus preventing any reliable direct identification of
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the features due to individual NH bonds by
conventional methods [5]. In addition, the out-

of-plane bending mode (n4), which is very sensitive

to H-bonding [6�/9], can also be expected to be a

sensitive probe of this interaction in amino acids,

since the bands due to this mode (found below

1000 cm�1) can result from a H-bound state of

wagging and torsional vibrations of the NH3
�

group. However, no studies have been reported
until now describing an approach based on this

vibration, in particular for crystalline L-alanine.

Nevertheless, structural data unambiguously

show that three different types of H-bonds exist

in the crystal of L-alanine [10,11], and these should

give rise to different NH stretching frequencies.

The first attempt to identify in the IR spectra of

crystalline L-alanine bands which can be assigned
to the structurally sensitive vibrational modes of

individual protons and to correlate them with both

H-bond distances and energies is made in this

paper.

The approach used here is based on two main

special experimental techniques, which were used

concomitantly: the use of isotopically doped

crystals and the application of very low working
temperatures.

As it will be described in detail below, the use of

doped crystals enabled the identification of the IR

bands due to isotopically labeled ND-alanine

molecules in a NH-alanine crystal, and of NH-

alanine molecules in a ND-alanine crystal. But this

technique has not only the advantage of providing

a reliable and direct way to unequivocally identify
the spectroscopic features due to the NH (or ND)

vibrational modes. At doping concentrations less

than 10%, the minority of D- or H-containing

molecules is surrounded by an H- or D-bulk,

respectively. Under these circumstances, their

vibrational modes are free from both internal

dynamic coupling, because of mass and/or sym-

metry changes, or coupling with neighboring H-
bonds. Then, if the isotopically substituted atom

can assume three non-equivalent structural posi-

tions, three separate bands are expected in the IR

spectrum.

The simultaneous application of low tempera-

ture considerably enhances the power of using

isotopic doping to study H-bonding in crystals,

since under these experimental conditions thermal

broadening, which results from interaction of the

higher frequency modes of the H-bonded protons

(such as n1 and n4) with the low-frequency

deformational modes of the hydrogen bond, is

minimized [12�/14]. Thus, the intrinsic resolution

of the IR bands considerably improves upon

lowering the temperature, the average bandwidths

decreasing from ca. 200 to 10 cm�1 in both n1 and

n4 spectral ranges when going from room tem-

perature to 20 K.

It is also important to mention that, to the best

of our knowledge, no reliable empirical correla-

tions between spectroscopic parameters related

either with n1 or n4 NH vibrational modes and

crystal-state H-bond energies [6,15] were reported

until now for nitrogen-containing systems with

relevant biological interest. This contrasts with the

situation found for hydroxyl-substituted species,

such as polyols and pyranosides [5,16], for which

such kind of correlations, involving the OH

stretching and out-of-plane bending modes, could

already been established. All these facts constitute

additional elements stressing the interest and

opportunity of the present study.

2. Experimental

The FTIR spectra of polycrystalline pure NH-,

2�/5% ND- and 90�/95% ND-L-alanine in a KBr

(1:200) disc, attached to the cold finger of an APD

Cryogenics closed-cycle helium refrigeration sys-

tem with a DE-202A expander, were recorded with

a Mattson Infinity 60AR series FTIR spectro-

meter, with spectral resolution of 1 cm�1. The

temperature (10�/300 K) was measured directly at

the sample holder by a silicon diode temperature

sensor connected to the Digital Temperature

Indicator model SI 9650 (Advanced Research

Systems, Inc.) with a stability of 9/0.2 K. The

temperature-induced spectral changes observed for

all substances were found to be reversible and

highly reproducible. Deuterated samples were

obtained from commercial L-alanine (Sigma) by

recrystallization from D2O (Aldrich).
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. The range 4000�/2000 cm�1

The temperature dependence of the spectra of

pure (100% H) and isotopically doped (NH-L-

alanine in a D-bulk and ND-L-alanine in a H-

bulk) samples of L-alanine is shown in Fig. 1. The

spectra now obtained resemble closely those re-

cently measured at 10 K [4]. As expected, the

components of the n1 bulk band become narrower

upon cooling and the band structure becomes

more pronounced because of the strengthening of

the resonant interactions with the NH (or ND)

bending overtones or combination modes*/the

frequency of these latter increases while that of n1

Fig. 1. Spectra of L-alanine, containing 100% NH (A), �/90% NH (B) and B/10%H (C) at temperatures 300 K (1), 200 K (2), 100 K

(3) and 10 K (4) in the range 3400�/2000 cm�1.
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decreases with the strengthening of the H-bond

due to the cooling. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that

the bands due to the minor isotopic species can

only be clearly observed at low temperatures. The

spectra of all three samples, recorded at 10 K, are

correlated with each other in Fig. 2. The observed

frequencies and bandwidths are given in Table 1

together with the proposed assignments.

In the NH stretching region, the spectrum of the

doped NHD2
� molecules (Fig. 1C) consists of

three bands, with peak maxima at 3076, 2990

and 2680 cm�1, corresponding to the three

possible positions of the H atom in the molecule.

At 100 K, the first band splits into two compo-

nents, separated by 22 cm�1 (Figs. 1 and 3A) with

intensity ratio of 1:1. The second band is partially

masked by the intense CH stretching bands (which

are clearly identifiable since they exhibit a char-

acteristic narrow band profile), but at 10 K it can

be clearly observed. The third band shows a strong

resonant interaction with the first overtone of the

NH bending mode, which fundamental is observed

at ca. 1370 cm�1 (this band disappears upon

deuteration, confirming its origin).

In the ND stretching region, the spectrum of the

NDH2
� molecules (in the NH bulk crystal) closely

resembles the NH stretching region of the NHD2
�

species in the ND bulk crystal discussed above.

The two highest frequency bands observed in this
spectrum (2287 and 2240 cm�1; Fig. 1B) are

relatively broad (30 cm�1) and disturbed due to

resonant interactions, leading to the appearance of

a band structure similar to that corresponding to

the ND bulk band profile (see Fig. 2). The third

band, appearing at 2088 cm�1, is narrower and

does also clearly reveal its involvement in a

resonant interaction with the first overtone of the
ND-deformation vibration (fundamental at 1056

cm�1), in a similar way to the equivalent band at

2680 cm�1 observed for the NHD2
� species. These

bands are associated with the three possible

positions of the D atom in the molecule.

The isotopic ratios of the three isotopically

decoupled pairs of NH/ND stretching bands (at

10 K) are 1.345, 1.343 and 1.280, respectively.
Hence, the isotopic ratios correlate well with the

relative position of the bands: the smaller the

isotopic ratio, the lower is the frequency of the

band, corresponding to a stronger H-bond. To-

gether with the intensity ratio of the three bands

(ca. 1:1:1), these observations agree with the

suggested assignment of each one of these bands

to the n1 mode originated in one of the three
individual NH or ND bonds in NH3

� or ND3
�

groups. These were found to be involved in three

different H-bonds in the L-alanine crystal, with

associated N�/H bond lengths of 0.1047, 0.1031

and 0.1031 nm [10] (0.1082, 0.1044, 0.1018 nm

[11]).

The analysis of the structured band of pure

NH(ND) L-alanine crystal, especially at room
temperature, cannot be done on the basis of such

an easy interpretation, due to the above-men-

tioned complexity due to intermode and intermo-

lecular couplings and thermal broadening.

From the results now discussed, the reassign-

ment of the bands observed at 1370 and 1056

cm�1 as corresponding to the NH and ND

bending modes, respectively, could also be unequi-
vocally established. The 1370 cm�1 band was

previously ascribed to a CH3 bending mode

[1,2,4], but its behavior upon isotopic substitution

supports the alternative assignment now proposed.

The IR spectrum of monomeric L-alanine zwit-

terions isolated in a KBr matrix has been obtained

previously using the novel dissolution-spraying-

Fig. 2. Spectra of L-alanine, containing 100% NH (dotted line),

�/90% NH (solid line) and B/10%H (dashed line) at 10 K in

the range 3600�/1900 cm�1.
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deposition (DSD) technique [17]. The na?, na and ns

NH stretching vibrations of the ‘‘free’’ NH3
� were

assigned to the bands observed at 3314, 3249 and

3143 cm�1, respectively. Observation of well-

separated NH asymmetric stretching bands (na?
and na) indicates that under this experimental

conditions the NH3
� group of the L-alanine

zwitterion must be interacting with the KBr matrix

(Br�). However, since the observed frequencies

are 300�/600 cm�1 higher than those found in the

crystal, it can be concluded that the NH3
�/Br�

interactions in the KBr matrix are considerably

weaker than the intermolecular H-bonding inter-

actions that are present in the crystalline state. In

any case, the presence of the NH3
�/Br� interac-

tions in the L-alanine zwitterions isolated in the

KBr matrix does not allow us to use the data

obtained for this system as a measure for the

frequency of a free NH stretching vibration in the

L-alanine zwitterions. Hence, for our further

applications we accepted as reference frequency

of a free NH stretching mode the mean value of na

and na? calculated in [18] for L-alanine neutral

form, i.e. 3380 cm�1. Once a suitable reference

frequency value for the free NH stretching vibra-

tion in L-alanine could be defined, the empirical

correlation between the observed frequency shift

(cm�1) upon hydrogen bond formation and the

H-bond length (nm) [19] can be applied to the

studied molecular system. The general expression

of such empirical correlation, Dn�/r�6.1, was

derived taking into consideration data collected

for a considerable number of H-bonded systems

where the H-donor groups are not formally

charged [19]. L-Alanine zwitterion is then the first

molecular system bearing a formally charged H-

donor group to which this correlation is applied.

The observed red shifts for the three observed NH

stretching bands relative to the reference free NH

frequency are 280, 360 and 640 cm�1 (the shifts

were reduced by 10% to take into account the

necessary correction due to temperature effects

[5]). Using these values in the above described

empirical relationship yields O� � �HN� distances

of 0.189, 0.181 and 0.165 nm, respectively. These

values are in a reasonable agreement with the

experimental data obtained from X-ray and neu-

tron diffraction structural studies [10,11]. For

Table 1

Peak frequencies, widths (in parentheses) and relative intensities (qualitative) of bands in pure and isotopically diluted L-alanine

polycrystals at 10 K in the 3400�/2000 cm�1 range

n (100% H) n , n ? (�/90% H) Assignment n , n ? (B/20% H) Assignment

3068.0 (40)s 3069.2 (40 )s 3076 (50)m n (NHD2)� decoupled

3024.3 (10)vw 3024.3 2997.8 (5)m na (CH3)

2996.8 (10)vw 2996.8vw 2990 (80)m n (NHD2)� decoupled

2982.9 (10)w 2983.3w n (NH3)� 2989.7 (5)m na (CH3)

2944.8 (20)w 2946.2 2968.2 (8)w n (CaH)

2893.2 (20)vw 2881.0vw Centered at :/2800 cm�1

2814.0 (30)w 2814.0 (30 )

2715.8 (30)m 2715.3 (30 )m 2677 (60) w n (NHD2)� decoupled

2620.8 (30)s 2622.7 (40 )s 2625 (30)w 2d (NH3
�)

2512.3 vw 2514.3vw

2477.1vw 2478vw 2338.8 (10)s

2302.6vw 2300.2 (10)vw 2309.8 (10)s Centered at :/2270 cm�1

2287.0 (30)w n (NDH2)� decoupled 2273.2 (10)s

2255.8vw 2240.0 (30)w n (NDH2)� decoupled 2225.0 (10)s

2134.3 (20)m 2133.4 (20)m (NH3)�bent�/(NH3)�tors. �/ n (ND3)�

2088.1 (20)w n (NDH2)� decoupled 2081.8 (50)s

2036.5 (10)s Centered at :/2040 cm�1

1999.8 (10)s

Note: bold*/bands of decoupled stretching NH and ND modes; italic */band structure of broad NH or ND stretching bands in

monoisotopic species.
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instance, the H-bond distances obtained by neu-

tron diffraction were O1� � �H1�/0.186 nm,

O2� � �H2�/0.183 nm and O2� � �H3�/0.178 nm [10].

The IR spectra of the a-modification of crystal-

line glycine doped with deuterium at low concen-

trations were previously measured at 77 K [20].

From the data shown in [20], the peak positions of

the three bands corresponding to n1 (ND) of the

NDH2
�-glycine molecules were estimated as 2370,

2200 and 2080 cm�1. Assuming identical isotopic

ratios for the three observed bands in glycine and

L-alanine crystals, the position of the three NH

decoupled bands in glycine were estimated as being

3170, 2960 and 2660 cm�1, respectively. The

corresponding red shifts of 190, 380 and 650

cm�1 (with temperature correction) were calcu-

lated relatively to the reference frequency for the

free NH vibration, which was here taken as being

Fig. 3. Temperature changes of the bands: (A) n1 (NH) in �/90% ND L-alanine, (B) band at 500 cm�1 in pure L-alanine and (C) band

at 650 cm�1 in pure L-alanine (dotted line*/deconvolution of the band at 10 K shows the component intensity ratio 1:2).
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the same as for L-alanine. Hence, application of
the empirical correlation [19] leads to estimations

of the H-bond distances in a-crystalline glycine of

0.201, 0.179 and 0.164 nm, which indeed are in

fairly good agreement with neutron scattering

data: 0.212, 0.183 and 0.173 nm [21].

Despite all the approximations made, the agree-

ment obtained between the calculated and experi-

mental H-bond distances for both amino acids
(glycine and L-alanine crystals) is good and

demonstrates the applicability of the empirical

correlation also to molecular systems bearing an

H-donor group formally charged. Note that for

this kind of systems, hydrogen bonding may be

expected not to be the main force determining the

interatomic distances. In that case, the empirical

relationship should not be applicable successfully.
However, it does not seem to be the case for amino

acids, indicating that, with all probability, the

large volumes associated with the electron charge

distributions in both the NH3
� and CO2

� groups

reduce the importance of the electrostatic effects

on the short-range order interaction and increase

the influence of H-bonding.

Another useful empirical relationship, which
relates the frequency red shift of the stretching

vibration of the H-bond donor group due to the

hydrogen bond formation (Dn , cm�1) with the

square of the H-bonding enthalpy (DH , kJ

mol�1), (DH )2�/1.92(Dn�/40), has been found

for systems exhibiting shifts due to the H-bond

formation from 100 to 850 cm�1 [15]. Though

there is no possibility to check this correlation for
amino acids with independent thermodynamic

data, an approximate estimation can still be

done. In the case of the L-alanine crystal, the H-

bond energies associated with the three observed

NH stretching bands (3076, 2990 and 2680 cm�1)

resulting from this empirical correlation are 21.5,

25.0 and 34.0 kJ mol�1, respectively. The sum of

all estimated H-bond energies is then 80.5 kJ
mol�1, which is close to the binding energy

experimentally obtained for the charged alanine

dimer, which amounts to 108 kJ mol�1 [22]. This

comparison is reasonable since ‘‘the lowest energy

structures of the glycine, alanine and glycine�/

alanine proton-bound dimers indicate that the

charge on the N-terminus of one amino acid is

‘solvated’ by both the carboxyl oxygen and the
amine nitrogen of the other acid’’ [22], i.e. more

than one H-bond contribute to the dimer bonding

energy.

3.2. The 2000�/400 cm�1 spectral region

The spectra of crystalline L-alanine at different

isotopic compositions and temperatures, in the

region below 1300 cm�1, are shown in Fig. 4A�/C.
Spectra of all three samples below 2000 cm�1 at 10

K are compared in Fig. 5. The bands appearing at

ca. 1460, 1415, 921 and 770 cm�1 are observed in

all these spectra, and thus are not affected by

deuteration. Moreover, they do not change sig-

nificantly with temperature. Hence, they should be

assigned to skeletal or CH (either CH3 or C�/H)

bending modes (see Table 2).
In the spectrum of pure NH L-alanine (Fig. 4A),

the bands at 972 and 500 cm�1 show prominent

temperature changes*/they develop on cooling,

then increase their frequency and become progres-

sively narrower. Below 200 K, the band observed

at 500 cm�1, as well as that appearing at 1160

cm�1, splits into two components (Fig. 3B). We

shall discuss the peculiar temperature dependence
exhibited by these bands later on. All these three

bands are sensitive to deuteration, but the band at

972 cm�1 has no counterpart in the spectrum of

ND L-alanine. The band observed at 650 cm�1 in

the spectrum of pure NH L-alanine does not

change position upon cooling but it splits into

two components upon lowering the temperature

(Fig. 3C). This band, like that appearing at 972
cm�1, is also sensitive to deuteration and has no

counterpart in spectrum of ND L-alanine.

In the spectrum of doped NDH2
� molecules in

the H-bulk (Fig. 4B), new low-intensity bands are

observed, which belong to the isolated ND and

NH2 deformational (torsion) modes of the NDH2
�

group. They can be clearly seen only in the spectra

collected at a temperature below 100 K and
experience a blue shift on cooling. We should

note that some bands due to the ND-bonds are not

seen in the range below 800 cm�1 because they are

too weak within the experimental conditions used.

The frequencies and bandwidths of all the

deuteration sensitive bands appearing in the spec-
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tral range below 2000 cm�1 are given in Table 2,

for all three samples studied.

When the concentration of deuterium is close to

100% (Fig. 4C), some of the bands ascribed to the

NDH2
� group disappear, while others increase

their intensity. We suggest that the first set of

bands belong to NH vibrations and the second to

ND vibrations. At least eight bands could be

assigned to NH vibrations. Some of these bands

have their ND counterpart also observable in the

same spectrum. Hence, the suggested isolated

proton bands at 1203 and 1090 cm�1 correspond

to the bands of deuterium modes at 882 (1.364)

and 834 (1.310)*/in parenthesis we provide here

the frequency isotopic ratios. In turn, the ND

bands corresponding to the three bands of pure

NH L-alanine at 544, 500 and 415 cm�1 corre-

spond to those appearing at 386 (1.395), 350

(1.430) and 312 (1.330) cm�1 in the far-IR spectra

reported in [4]. Note that, taking into account their

behavior upon deuteration, the bands at 544 and

415 cm�1 should be due to modes with a

Fig. 4. Spectra of L-alanine, containing 100% NH (A), �/90 % NH (B) and B/10%H (C) at temperatures 300 K (1), 200 K (2), 100 K

(3) and 10 K (4) in the range 1300�/400 cm�1.
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predominant contribution from a NH proton

coordinate. Hence, the previous assignments of

these bands (see Table 2) are now revised. On the

whole, nine relatively intense bands due to the

NH3
� group of L-alanine could be identified in the

spectral region below 2000 cm�1, all of them being

sensitive to deuteration. All these bands have their

ND3
� counterparts observable in the spectrum of

the ND3
� (�/90%) L-alanine, showing isotopic

ratios ranging from 1.32 to 1.43 (see Table 3).

The relatively small deviations of the frequency

isotopic ratios found for these pairs of bands from

the harmonic value clearly show that all modes are

almost pure proton vibrations. In addition, since

the frequencies of the bands of pure NH3
� group

do not practically change when compared with

those corresponding to the NHD2
� species, it can

be concluded that the internal coupling of the

different proton modes is small, as well as their

coupling with skeletal coordinates. Note that this

result contradicts the assumption, frequently

found in the literature, which considers that

proton bending modes in this type of compounds

should have a significant degree of coupling with

skeletal coordinates.

As mentioned above, our observations do not

confirm the assignment of the band at ca. 1370

cm�1 to a CH3 bending mode [4]. In addition, the

previous assignment of the band at 1310 cm�1 to a

vibration of the C�/H group [2] does not also

appear to be correct, since this band was found to

be strongly affected by deuteration. The previous

assignment of the band at 972 cm�1 to the

overtone of the band observed at ca. 500 cm�1

[4] is also questionable, since the intensities of

these bands are comparable, while it could be

expected that the overtone appear as a relatively

less intense feature.

It is interesting also to compare the spectra now

obtained in the region below 2000 cm�1 with the

one obtained previously for L-alanine isolated in

the KBr matrix [17]. The bands observed in the

spectrum of the KBr isolated substance at 1458,

1397 and 769 cm�1 can be correlated with the

bands now observed at 1460, 1415 and 770 cm�1,

which are not affected by deuteration and, as

Fig. 5. The spectra of L-alanine at 10 K: (A) 100% NH3
�, (B) �/90% NH3

��/NDH2
� and (C) �/90% ND3

��/NHD2
�.
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Table 2

Peak frequencies, widths (in parentheses) and qualitative relative intensities of bands in pure and isotopically diluted L-alanine

polycrystals at 10 K in the 2000�/400 cm�1 range

n (100% H) n , n ? (�/90% H) n , n ? (B/15 % H) Assignment

This study Literature

1618 (50)s 1614 (50)s d (NH3)� [1,2], na?(CO2
�) [4]

1604 (10)vw 1608 (60)sh
1589 (30)s 1591 (50)s 1599 (60)s na?(CO2

�) [1,2], d (NH3)� [4]
1526 (10)vw
1518 (10) vw 1516w �/ d (NH3)� [1,4]
1511 (15)vw �/

1460 (20)m 1460 (20)m 1456m Skeletal da(CH3) [1,2,4]
1447vw 1447vw
1415 (20)m* 1415 (20)m 1412m Skeletal ns (CO2

�) [2]
1407vw
1400vw

1367 (20)s 1367 (20)s 1373 (15)m Skeletal�/ da(CH3) [1,2,4]
1346 (10)m 1347 (15)s d (NH3) d (CH3) [4]

1311 (20)s 1311 (20)s 1311vw H-band d (CH) [2]
�/ 1297 (20)w 1295 (15)s
1242 (10)m 1242 (10)m 1242vw H-band r (NH3)� [1,2,4]

1203vw
�/ 1190vw 1196 (10)vw d (ND3)� [4]

1179vw 1182 (15)s D-band d (ND3)� [4]
1169vw

1161 (10)m 1160 (15)m 1160 (15)w H-band r (CH3) [2], r (NH3)� [4]
1118 (10)s 1118 (10)s 1115vw H-band r (NH3)� [2]

1094vw 1104 (10)m
1087vw 1087vw
1071vw
1063vw 1056 (10)m D-band

1023 (10)m
1017 (10)m 1019vw H-band ns(CCNC) [2]
1007 (10)w 1007vw

972 (15)w 971 (15)w H-band 2t (NH3) [4]
950 (10)w

921 (10)m 921 (10)m 918 (10)m Skeletal na(CCNC) [2], r (CH3
�) [1]

898 (10)w
�/ 883vw

875vw
853 (15)m 852 (15)m H-band 2n (CCNC) [2], r (CH3) [1]
�/ 834vw 825 (10)m D-band r (ND3

�) [4]
771 (20)m 770 (10)m 769 (15)m n (CC) or d (CO2

�) [2], g (CO2
�) [1,4]

r (CH3) n (CN) [17]
651 (10)m 651m H-band d (CO2

�) [2]
647 (10)m 642 (10)m �/g (CO2)�

620 (20)s D-band
544 (20)s 543 (20)s 542vw r (CO2

�) [1]
�/ 524vw 521 (20)s D-band
500 (20)s 499 (20)m 498vw H-band
496m �/ t (NH3) [1,2,4]

457 (10)vw 455vw
439vw 439vw

415s 412 (25)s �/ H-band d (CCNC) [2], d (NCC) [1]

n , d , g , t */stretching, bending, wagging and torsion modes, respectively. s, m, w, vw*/qualitative notation of the band

intensities*/strong, medium, weak and very weak, respectively. Italic */bands which are not affected with D-exchange and present in

all three samples. Bold*/new bands, which appear at ND doped sample relatively initial (100%NH) sample. Bold vw*/relate to the

bands, which almost disappear in ND3
� sample relatively the ND doped sample.
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already mentioned before, are ascribable to skele-

tal or CH bending modes [17]. The assignment of

the band at 769 cm�1 to the CN stretching mode

[17] may be questioned, since this band does not

change both on cooling and deuteration and does

not also seem to be affected by H-bond formation

or strengthening (its position does not change on

going from the KBr matrix to the crystalline state),

while it should be somewhat affected by these

changes. For example, deuteration of the NH3
�

group leads to a relative change of its mass of ca.

9%, which should be reflected in a detectable shift

of the band position to lower frequencies. This

band can also be correlated with the band

observed at 782 cm�1 in the low-temperature

argon matrix spectrum of neutral L-alanine [18].

Hence, the position of this band is even relatively

insensitive to the migration of the proton from the

carboxylic towards the amino group and is much

probably due to a C�/C stretching vibration or

methyl rocking mode. The band observed in the

KBr matrix isolated L-alanine at 1358 cm�1,

assigned to the CO2
� scissoring mode [17], should

have its counterpart at 1372 cm�1 in the spectrum

of the crystal. This latter band can only be clearly

seen in the spectrum after deuteration, since the

superimposed intensive band due to the NH

bending mode observed at 1370 cm�1 then shifts

to lower frequencies. Finally, the two strong bands

appearing in the KBr matrix isolated zwitterion at

1121 and 855 cm�1 have also practically coin-
cident counterpart bands in the crystalline phase

spectrum of pure NH L-alanine (bands at 1118 and

853 cm�1). These bands disappear upon deutera-

tion and then shall be proton-related bands.

Hence, their previous assignments to CH3 bending

and skeletal modes, respectively [17], were now

revised.

The two components of the band at 650 cm�1

observed at 10 K in the spectrum of pure NH L-

alanine (Fig. 3C) reveal different behavior upon

addition of 10% deuterium. The intensity of the

band component at 652 cm�1 does not change,

while the second component, at 647 cm�1, be-

comes more than two times weaker, and a new,

relatively intensive band at 642 cm�1 appears in

the spectrum (Fig. 4B). The decrease of intensity of
the component at 647 cm�1 approximately corre-

lates with the intensity of the new band. These

features are with all probability due to the out-of-

plane CO2
� mode [g (CO2

�)] which can be expected

to be extensively coupled with the NH(D) n4 mode.

In the spectrum of NH L-alanine, there are

essentially three bands which show a high sensi-

tivity to the temperature change, all of them
exhibiting a similar pattern of variation: blue shift,

narrowing and splitting into two components on

cooling. These bands deserve here further com-

ments. The lowest frequency band was previously

observed in the NH L-alanine far-IR spectrum

[3,4], appearing at 350 cm�1. On cooling, this

band splits giving rise to two bands separated by

ca. 20�/25 cm�1, the gravity center of the bands
shifting up by approximately 10 cm�1. The

splitted bands have a bandwidth smaller than 3

cm�1. The second band is observed at ca. 500

cm�1. On cooling, it shifts upwards by ca. 10

cm�1 and splits into two bands (with bandwidths

less than 5 cm�1) separated by 5 cm�1. The

highest frequency band showing high sensitivity to

the temperature variation is observed at 972 cm�1.
It shows a blue shift of ca. 8 cm�1 and its

bandwidth reduces from 18 to 9 cm�1. In this

case, no splitting could be observed since this band

is too wide, even at low temperature, to enable the

expected splitting to be clearly noticed.

Bandekar et al. [3] have discussed previously the

‘‘striking’’ temperature-dependent behavior of the

Table 3

The bands sensitive to D-exchange in the spectrum of NH L-

alanine, their counterparts in D-L-alanine, isotopic ratios and

relative integral intensities

100% H Relative integral intensities, % B/10% H n /n ?

1618 1181 1.370

1526 1102 1.385

1367 1056 1.290

1242 4 870 1.427

1118 12 825 1.355

1017 8 771 1.320

972 4 �/ �/

853 8 620 1.376

647 8 �/ �/

543 16 386 [4] 1.410

500 8 352 [4] 1.430

414 32 312 [4] 1.330
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band at 350 cm�1, the splitting of which at cooling
was assigned to the lifting of the accidental

degeneracy of the CCN deformation skeletal

mode (59% PED) mixed with the NH3 torsion

(21% PED). However, the temperature depen-

dence shown by this band and by those observed

at 500 and 972 cm�1 is typical for H-bonding-

related proton bands [12�/14]. As mentioned

before, the 500 and 972 cm�1 bands disappear
upon deuteration (Fig. 4A and C) which is in

consonance with their assignment to proton-re-

lated vibrations. In the case of the 350 cm�1

feature, more detailed far-IR data recently pub-

lished [4], also unequivocally shows that both

component bands resulting from low-temperature

splitting are sensitive to deuteration. Accordingly,

the assignment of this band shall also be changed.
The temperature splitting of all three bands now

discussed (Fig. 3) indicates that in crystalline L-

alanine there is a non-negligible disorder asso-

ciated with the possibility the protons have to

occupy different positions in the H-bonds estab-

lished by the NH3
� group.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the following main conclusions can

be drawn from this study:

i) The three decoupled n1 bands observed in the

spectra of NHD2
�

L-alanine correspond to

structure forming (ordered) H-bonds in the L-

alanine crystal, which were found by X-ray
and neutron scattering methods. From their

peak positions or their frequency red shifts

relative to the reference frequency of a free

NH stretching mode, the energies of the three

different types of structure forming H-bonds

(or contributions of H-bonds to the lattice

energy) could be estimated using an empirical

correlation. The obtained values were 21.5, 25
and 34 kJ mol�1, and their sum compare

relatively well with the binding energy found

experimentally for the L-alanine zwitterion

dimer. Other NH stretching bands, corre-

sponding to essentially non-ordered NH3
�

groups, cannot be resolved reliably as their

intensities and widths depend on the fre-
quency; the resulting bands are either narrow

but too weak (for weak H-bonds) or intense

but too broad (for strong H-bonds).

ii) Comparison of the temperature and isotopic

behavior of the bands in the spectra of all four

isotopomers of L-alanine studied (NH3
�,

NDH2
�, NHD2

� and ND3
�), enabled to estab-

lish reliable assignments for all nine sensitive
to isotope exchange bands of pure NH L-

alanine appearing below 1250 cm�1 to defor-

mational (presumably n4) modes of protons,

which are differently H-bonded in the crystal.

The appearance of several (at least eight) new

proton bands in the spectrum of the NDH2
�

L-

alanine molecule in the doped (B/10% D) L-

alanine crystal indicates the existence of dif-
ferent accessible proton positions in H-bonds

within the crystal, which also can be described

as an intrinsic H-bond disorder, leading also

to observation of temperature induced band

splitting. Observation in the spectra of the

crystal of NH bands, appearing at frequencies

identical to those observed for L-alanine

zwitterions isolated in KBr matrix (e.g. the
bands appearing at 1115 and 851 cm�1),

strongly suggests the presence of relatively

weakly bound NH3
� protons in the crystal,

in addition to the structurally more fixed H-

bonding groups.

iii) In contrast to what occurs in the NH stretch-

ing spectral region, all kinds of NH3
� groups

are clearly observed in the out-of-plane mode
spectral region. These bands are rather narrow

and well resolved, especially in isotopically

doped cold crystals. Their peak positions

depend mainly on the H-bond strength but

their intensity is frequency-independent and

seems to reflect the relative abundance of each

H-bond. As a whole, the results indicate that

in the L-alanine crystal more types of H-bonds
are present than are revealed by structural

methods. The most intensive bands appearing

in the low-frequency spectral region, at 415

and 544 cm�1, with an intensity ratio 2:1 can

be assigned to the n4 bands of the structurally

more ordered NH3
� groups and correlated

with the n1 proton bands corresponding to
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three H-bond types existing in the crystal with
energies 21.5, 25 and 34 kJ mol�1, which are

directly accessible to structural methods (X-

ray, neutron diffraction). From the integral

intensities of the n4 bands, the relative abun-

dance of each type of H-bond can be esti-

mated: the ordered H-bonds correspond

approximately to 48% of all H-bonds in the

crystal (Table 3); more than 30% of protons
form stronger H-bonds, giving rise to NH

deformation modes at higher frequencies;

approximately 20% protons are weakly bound

in the crystal (absorbing at frequencies close to

those observed in L-alanine zwitterions iso-

lated in a KBr matrix [17]). The larger number

of H-bond contacts found by infrared spectro-

scopy as compared with structural methods
may be due to the sensitivity of the former to

short-range interactions as compared with the

long-range periodic order seen by the latter.

iv) Mentioned in [4] as ‘‘anomalous’’, the tem-

perature dependence of the bands observed at

350 [4], 500, 972 and 1160 cm�1 is very similar

to that exhibited by the out-of-plane bending

IR bands of other H-bonded molecules in
crystalline phase, such as alcohols [13,14] and

carbohydrates [5]. In all such systems, these

bands show directional shift of maximum to

higher frequencies and bandwidth narrowing

on cooling, which correlates with the freezing

of the hot transitions from low-frequency

intermolecular deformational modes and the

concomitant strengthening of the H-bonds
(this phenomenon was described and general-

ized in [12]).

This study shows also that the proton vibra-

tional modes of L-alanine can be interpreted using

the terminology which is currently used in the

description of vibrational spectra of simpler H-

bonded systems, which do not include the pyr-

amidal NH3
� group. Usually, when the vibrational

modes of NH2 or NH3
� groups are discussed, the

stretching modes (for symmetry reasons) are

described as antisymmetric or symmetric and the

deformation vibrations as wagging, scissoring,

rocking and twisting modes in isolated molecules;

this local symmetry adapted normal mode descrip-

tion implies the simultaneous movement of the
locally equivalent-by-symmetry protons. In the

case of crystalline L-alanine, however, the local

symmetry of NH3
� ion is broken due to multiple

heterogeneous H-bonding and the vibrations of

each proton become essentially non-coupled. In

cases like this, the assignment of the vibrational

spectra on the basis of individual H-bonded NH

moieties seems to be more reasonable. Hence, for
such systems, the vibrational H-bonding proper-

ties of NH2 or NH3
� groups can be defined in a

simpler way, which enables a direct comparison

with those of the simpler intermolecular H-com-

plexes of OH and NH groups.
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